
 

 

Serger Projects Workshop 

Supply List 
Gloria Young, Instructor 

 
Work on your own serger projects with Gloria's help in this workshop-style class. Learn when it is best 
to use a serger and when it is best to use a sewing machine on your project. If you are unable to bring 
both machines to class, you may reserve the use of a classroom machine. 
 
Bring to class: 
* Your serger in good working order, all tools that came with it, and its operating manual. You may 

bring your own sewing machine as well, if you wish, or you may use a classroom machine. 

* Your sewing/serging project and all notions needed for the project. 

* Cones of thread to match or blend with the fabric being used, especially if any of it will show on the 
outside of the project or if it is a very fitted garment on which the thread might show if pressure is 
put on a seam while it is being worn. Bring anywhere from 3-5 cones, depending on what serger 
stitch you will be using. Maxi-Lock is available for sale at Pacific Fabrics. Be sure to bring a spool of 
ordinary sewing machine thread as well in case you need to use a sewing machine. 

* Good fabric cutting scissors and small scissors or thread snips. 

* In place of pins, I suggest getting Wash-Away Wonder Tape (available at Pacific Fabrics) so that you 
do not get pins anywhere near your serger knives. You may bring some pins in a pin cushion as well 
in case you need them. 

If you do not have a project of your own in progress or do not have one in mind to bring to class, I can 
guide you through making a serger cover for your machine or a fabric waste catcher.  

* For the serger cover, you will need: at least 1/2 yard of fabric and paper to make a paper pattern. If 
you want to attach a zipper pouch for accessories, bring a 9” zipper as well plus the Wash-Away 
Wonder Tape (the zipper will be attached with a sewing machine).  

* For the fabric waste catcher, you will need: about 3/8 yard of fabric, 1 yard of sew-on hook & loop 
tape, the Wash-Away Wonder Tape, and a wire clothes hanger that you can bend out of shape to 
form the frame for the bag (test ahead of time since some are very stiff). 

If you have questions you may contact Gloria via email at gloriayoung@comcast.net 
 
 
All materials may be purchased at Pacific Fabrics with a 10% discount. Please mention that you are buying supplies for 
this class at the register to receive this discount. 
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